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4451-1 Universal switch key 

Item Number

T4451-1

M4451 switch key product highlighter

Compact pen-style key, designed to be stored with ease and fi t 
conveniently in the pocket. 

3442 ST tape
 Accurate to 73/362/EEC Class II

Item Number

T3442 10 3m 10ft metric/imperial

T3442 16 5m 16ft metric/imperial

T3442 25 7.5m 25ft metric/imperial

T3442M 3 3m – metric

T3442M 5 5m – metric

T3442M 8 8m – metric

   The st tape range is constructed from tough, soft touch ABS plastic 
bodies with full lock and pause button facilities plus a belt clip. The 
blades are abrasion resistant nylon coated for wear and corrosion 
resistance and feature continuous metric/imperial graduations, 16˝ joist 
centre markings, and true zero hooks. Recoil dampers are provided on 
larger models for blade protection.
  
 

Measuring & Marking

6100 Tape 5
 Accurate to 73/362/EEC Class II 

Item Number

461003 5m 16ft tape measure

461015 5m 16ft clipstrip x6

561003 5m 16ft counterbox x12

461005 7.5m 25ft tape measure

461016 7.5m 25ft clipstrip x6

561005 7.5m 25ft counterbox x12

  The autobrake system automatically holds the tape out - you have to 
press the button to retract it. The magnetic rubber grip hook attaches 
to steel and curved objects and slippery edges. The big blade stand 
out is extremely useful when measuring over obstacles and the tough 
ABS/rubber body protects the tape from damage.
  

3561 Measuring tape 
fi bre

Item Number

T3561 100 30m 100ft 13mm 1/2˝

   Manufactured in a vinyl coated glass fi bre, accurate to Class III and 
comes in a strong ABS plastic case.   

3563 Measuring tape 
steel nylon coated 

Item Number

T3563 100 30m 100ft 13mm 1/2˝

  This nylon coated steel tape has Class II accuracy, comes in a 
protective steel case and has an excellent abrasion resistance for a 
long life. 

3565 Measuring tape 
surveyors 

Item Number

T3565 100 30m 100ft 13mm 1/2˝

T3565 165 50m 165ft 13mm 1/2˝

T3565 330 100m 300ft 13mm 1/2˝

  Manufactured to class III accuracy, this tape has high glass fi bre 
content to minimise stretching. Metric on one side and imperial on the 
other. Firm anchoring blade hook. Comfortable, large  padded handle.  

3510 Wooden rule
metric/imperial 

Item Number

T3510 1m 3ft

Professional quality, four fold with heavy brass hinge and tips. 
“Blindman’s” markings on both sides. Graduation - 5mm top edge, 
1mm lower edge on one side; on reverse. 1/8˝.

3530 Steel rule 
metric/imperial 

Item Number

T3530 06 150mm 6˝ 18mm

T3530 12 300mm 12˝ 25mm

  Stainless steel rule with hanging hole. Graduated on one side. 
Graduation - 0.5mm, 1mm upper edge, 1/64˝, 1/32˝, 1/16˝ lower edge. 

 This legislation gives ranges of tolerances on the 
graduations of equipment, that must be adhered to 
if conformity is being claimed. There are 3 classes 
of accuracy that are generally applied to different 
equipment depending on use. Class I is the most 
accurate, and might be used on tools such as 
engineer's rules, where high accuracy is required and 
can be achieved. Class II is the next level, and might 
be used on equipment such as tape measures.

Class III is the least demanding level and might be used 
on equipment which can be effected by temperature 
and stretching. Items such as top quality surveyor's 
tapes would achieve Class III accuracy.

Tools such as tapes that do not carry a class marking 
may be less accurate, and so could cause problems 
where high tolerances are required.

 The latest European legislation 
relating to accuracy of measuring 
instruments is directive 2004/22/EC. 
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